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JEWS IN THE ARTISTIC AND CULTURAL LIFE OF UKRAINE
INTHE 19205

Mynosrlv Snr.c,Nonr;

Jews have lived on the territory of todays Ukraine for over a millennium. Their interaction
with the local population was already recorded in earliest written records ofthe East Slavs,

including the Primary Chronicle andtheKyiv Paterik.'IheJewish and Ukrainian communities
were not always "two solitudes," as sometimes described. In fact, at various points in history
they were allies ltt d1s sslr'ggle for civil rights and nadonal emancipation. This was particularly
true ofthe years preceding the February 1917 Revolution, when prominenr individuals in the
Ukrainian andJewish intelligentsias worked together politically, motivated by the realization
that the rwo peoples"had to mend their mutual relations, because circumstances had dictated
that they were to live side by sidei'1 When tsarism fell, the Ukrainian governmenr (first the
central Rada and then rhe Ukrainian National Republic - UNR) proclaimed and built
national-cultural autonomy forJews, TheJewish populadon was given freedom in matters of
self-government, education and culture. A minister (called a secretary) for nationality affairs
was established, with three vice-ministers for Jewish, Russian, and Polish afhirs, After rhe
declaration of independence, the vice-minister forJewish affairs became a fuIl minisrer respon-
sible for community self-government, education, and culrure, Even Ukrainian banknotes
included wording in Yiddish.

The UNR hoped that support for Jewish education would help to counterbalance the
infuence of Russian culcurg which had been dominant in urban centres for close to rwo cencu-

ries, during which rime the Ukrainian written word had been banned, Two nerworks ofJewish
secular schools were created, one using Yiddish, the other HebrewJewish research sections
were created within Ukrainian academic institutions. Private, religious Jewish organizations,
such as the cheders, Talmud Torahs, and yeshivas, were nor subordinated to the ministry. It
is worch recalling rhat in 7917 most Jews supported the Ukrainian governmenr. They were
'united on the quesrion of the right of the Ukrainian people to derermine their ultimate polit-
ical destiny'' and delighted that Parliament showed "more willingness ro granr concessions ro

Jews than had any other constiruent assembly in historyJ'2 In I9l7 Yosef Shekhtman, one of
Volodymyr (Madimir)Jaborinsky's closest allies, publishedleurei ta ukraintsi (Jews and Ukrai-
nians) in which he wrore:

Who if not we children of an oppressed people, are capable of understanding the
feelings and sufferings ofa neighbour, who along with us has endured the cruelry
and abuse of the old regime! We hlve been united by common aspirations and
common goals. The moment has arrived when these aspirations are close to real-
ization, Our common path is still a long one, but we believg that a free Ukrainian
people will support us on this path!"3

One important reason for this alliance lay in the fact thar Ukrainians formed a minoriry of
the urban populacion, Realizing that neither the Polish nor the Russian minoriries were well
disposed toward it, the new govemment looked for allies in theJewish minoriry. Several commen-
tators have described the pervasive optimisric faith in the fruitfirlness of the Ukrainian-Jewish
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accord.a The tINRs leadership viewed the parallel development ofJewish cultural autonomy and
Ukrainian national-territorial autonomy as a linchpin in its political strategy. Loyalry ro rhe terri-
tory and its people, not to Ukrainian nationaliry or ancesrry, was proclaimed as rhe new
government's principal requirement of the residents of Ukraine by Mykhailo Hrushevsky, the
6rst head of state. with the dedaration of that principle, "Hrushevsky was laying the corner-
stone of Ukraine's proposed relations with its national minoritiesi'5 ProminentJewish frgures
served in the government, among them Solomon Goldelman, an economic minisrer in the
Ukrainian government, Arnold Margolin, who was vice-minister for Foreign Afhirs, Moisei
Zilberfarb, who was minister forJewish Affairs, and the historian Mark Vshnitzer, who was

a secretary of the mission to Great Britain.6Jews were also part of the press and secretarial
sections of the government missions to France and the Nerherlands. In November 1918
Margolin personally read'proclamations issued by the government srongly condemning

Pogroms, explaining to the people that theJews were fellow-citizens and brothers who were
helping in the evolution of the Ukrainian stats and to whom the fullest rights were dueJ'7 He
tendered his resignation in March 1919 because although he"was aware that the governmenr
was not to blame for the pogromsj'as aJew, he could not retain an official position in a counrry
where his "brethren were being massacredi'8 when asked ro stay on and work abroad as a
diplomat for the UNR, he accepted, attending international conferences and serving as the
governmentt representative in London. The Folkspartei,Poale-Zion, and the United Bund
worked with theJewish ministry. However, events leading up to the defeat of the UNR, and,
in particular, the appalling wave of pogroms in 19L9, in which demoralized units ostensibly
loyal to the UNR participated, badly damaged this rapprochement.

Under Soviet rule in the years 1923-1928 the policy of Ukrainianizarion or indigeniza-
tion-a concession that the Bolsheviks had to make to gain support in Ukraine-was accompa-
nied by a great surge ofinterest in Ukrainian culture, a fact that shocked Russian urbanites, who
had expected Ukrainians ro willingly dissolve their idendry in Russian, and instead wimessed
a great sPontaneous cultural revolucion. Ten thousand people gave'poei' as their occuparion
during a census in Kyiv; in 1927 the newspaper Cukure and Life (Kultura i pobut) clarmed there
ware 6,000 dramatic groups in Ukraine sening 12 million spectators. In the following year
the journal New Art (Noue mystetstvo) informed that 70,000 people were involved in amareur
theatricals, and more than 5,000 laid claim to being dramarists.e

-r7te indigenization policy allowed for the continued development of not only ukrai-
nian, but also ofJewish secular cultural life, including the formation ofJewish instirutions
and structures' In the pre-revolutionary and immediate post-revolutionary yearc, theJewish
was the second-largest urban population in Ukraine, second only to the Russian. In Kyiv, for
example, where before 1903 Jews had practically been forbidden permanent residence, their
numbers grew from 50,792 (10,84 percenr) in 1910, to II7,04l (21.04 percent) in 1919,
and to 728,04r (31.95 percenr) in 1923.10 whereas other populations fled the city for rhe
villages during the Revolution and its aftermath, or emigrated, theJews often stayed.Inl926
they made up 26 percent of the ciry's populadon. The Soviet ukrainian government, like the
UNR before it, sought the support of this population and continued, in modified form, the
UNRs policy of developingJewish institutions and cultural life. This was parr of the efForr
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Jews in the Artistic and Culture Life of Ukraine in the 1920s

to.win ovei the local population. The governmenr in Kyiv hoped forJewish supporr in rhe
Ukrainianization movement it had inidated.jewish newspapers,libraries, clubs, and theatres
were created. Although religious schools were banned, national schools forJews were at 6rst
continued. The authorities set up a network ofJewish secondary institutions (technicums,
or professional-technical schools). All this came to an end, however, in rhe late 1920s, when
stalin came to power and declared local nationalism (as opposed to Russian,grear-power
chauvinism") the "main enemy", This became the signal to curtail both the Ukrainianization
movement and the movement forJewish cultural auronomy.

Nonerheless, in the 1920s, as a resulr of the indigeni zation policy, Ukrainians and Jews
became cultural allies' Interaction was intense as parallel institutions were created and parallel
tasks embarked upon. A flowering ofboth Ukrainian and Yiddish literatures and cultures
took place in Ukraine in this decada Relations berween Ukrainian and yiddish writers were
often cordial and closa Vadym Skurativsky has described the rwo literatures as'bointedlv loval
in their muoal relationsl'l1 some imporrant friendships were forged. Fo, 

"*ampl", 
the two

poets Leib (Lev) Kvi*o and Pavlo Tychyna worked together from 1926. Kuitko *as also close
to Andrii Chuzhy (pseudonym of Andrii Antonovych Storozhuk) and the Kharkiv journal
Avanhatd (Avant-Garde). Der Nister (Pinkhus Kalanovych) was a close friend of the writers
Yurii Smolych and Maik lohansen, The famous actor Solomon Mikhoels and a number of
Jewish theatre directors worked very closely with the great thearre d.irector Les Kurbas.

Yurii smolych has pointed out that manyJews in the 1920s were"native speakers/, of
ukrainian. They came from Ukrainian villages and towns, lived and grew up among ukrai-
nians, were born of parents who knew only yddish and Ukrainian. If thev knew Russian, thev
did so badly, It was, wrires Smolych, only the larer, post-Stalin generarion ofJe*, that gr"w
up without speaking Ukrainian and was prejudiced to*"rd it, 'dlo' g th._ *^; h.writes, ,,we

lost a good colleague in our cultural processl'12 During the 1920s mariyJew. played p.o-in"rrt
roles in the creation of a modern Ukrainian culture and idenriry, -"kirrg -"jo, contributions
to literature, an, cineme, and scholarship, "creatinga homd'for th"ms"lves in the culrure and
simultaneously helping to define the culrure itself as diverse and comolex,

Olena Kurylo, for example, was a leading linguisr *ho .*plorei Ukrainian dialects and
folklora oslp Hermaize was a leading historian. Abram Leites, samiilo Shchupak, volod-
ymyr Koriak, andYarcmaAizenshtokwere important critics. The last worked or tir".o-ol.r"
editionofTarasShevchenko's Diary,wroreonshevchenkoandfolklore,andp.odo."d.tldi",
of Ukrainian classics like Kvitka, Koliarevsky, Kotsiublnsky and Franko. Accured of Ulaai-
nian nationalism in the 1930s, he was forced to move to Leningrad.l3

Important figures ofJewish origin entered and made a name for rhemselves in Ukrai-
nian literarure in the 1920s, among rhem Leonid pervomaisky (Illia Hurevych), sava Holova-
nivsky, Ivan (Izrail) Kulyk, Aron Kopshtein, and Raisa Troianker. These and other Jewish
writers contributed heavily to a number of literaryjournals, in particular Molodniak (youth),
the organ of the Komsomolor communist youth organizatio n, and, Hart(Tempering), which
defined itselfas the organ ofthe proletarian write.r.

Many talented individuals ofJewish origin pa*icipared in the Ukrainian 6lm industry.
oleksandr voznesensky, who was also know as rhe writer Ilia Rents, jt 191g-1923 created,
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a Kviv 6lm studio called Art Screen. Arrested in fie 1930s, he died in Kazakhstan in 1939.

Mykhailo Kapchynsky headed the Odesa (Odessa) 6lm studios, which began construction

1n 1922.He rcorganized film theatres, helping to create the cinema boom of the 1920s, By

the middle of the decade Ukrainian film produccion, headed by the All-Ukrainian Film
Phoro-Cinema Management (vurru) was enjofng rapid growth. In the years 1925-1930
it produced outstanding 6lms and laid the foundation of a national industry. By the end of
the decade, the Odesa and Kyiv factories expected to produce a hundred films each year. A
push was made to produce films that would be appreciated by the largeJewish minoriry of 1.5

million in Ukraine, and also to make frlms aboutJews for the Ukrainian public As a result,

a r?rlge of films describing Jewish life were made. Screen versions of the works of Ukraini-
an-born Sholem Aleichem, who was canonized by the regime as an'bfficial" classic ofJewish

literature, depicted the povety ofJews in the Russian Empire. Other films depictedJewish

life under fie Soviet regime, and propagandistic films were also made about enemies of the

regime. Tini Bebedera (Shadows of Belvedere, 1928), for example, tells the story of a love afhir
between an aristocratic Polish officer and a poorJewish girl, depicting artistocratic Poland as

anti-Semitic All films onJewish themes were stopped in 1930, when vuFKu's autonomous

status was liquidated.

Perhaps the most important Jewish organization in Ukraine was the Kultur-Lige. It
represented-more than any other institution-the face ofJewish culmral autonomy. Head-

quartered in Kyiv in the years 1918-1925 it actively promotedJewish cultural life, publishing

organizing musical and theatrical performances, art exhibitions, an art school, a school of
music, libraries, museums, universiry courses, and kindergartens. Created inJanuary L918 in

Kfv under the UNR government in order to develop Yiddish language culture, the orgenize-

tion initially emphasized the creation of evening classes and clubs. By the end of 1918 it had

l-20 branches firoughout Ukraina More branches were later created in Russia, Lithuania,

Romania and Poland. Kyiy' s role in the Eastern EuropeanJewish world became particularh

important at this time because of the isolation and relative decline of cultural activiry in such

traditional centres of Yiddish culture as Warsaw and Vilnius during the First World War. Kyiv

attracted some of the most active figures in Jewish culture and politics as they escaped from

Petersburg and Moscow in the wake of the Bolshevik revolution. They contributed to the

fourishing growth in the Ukrainian capital ofYiddish-language culture in education, theatre,

book publishingandart.
The main organizers andlirerary figures in the Kyiv Kultur-Lige were David Bergelson,

David Gofshtein, Moishe Litvakov Iokhezkel Dobrushin, Der Nister (Pinkhas Kahanovich),

and Nakhman Maizil. Others included Perets Markish, Leib (Lev) Kvitko, Nakhum Oislender,

artdLypa Reznik. In the mid-1920s a younger group appeared fiat included Itsyk [Itzik]
Fefer, Itsyk [Itzik] Kipnis, Noiakh Lurie, ZinoviaTokadtev and Shloimo Cherniavsky. Since

it grouped together leading individuals from a number ofJewish political organizarions, the

Kulrur-Lige also acted as a kind of inter-parry association. It was an independent. organization

from 1918 until L920. However, after Soviet rule had been imposed, its central commiftee

was dismissed by a decree of December 17, L92O and replaced with communists who saw it
as merely an instrument of Soviet rula In 1924 all the organizationt educational insritutions

were subordinated to fie government, but the publishing house survived until 1930,
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Jews in the Arristic and culrure Life of ukraine in the 1 920s

Poster design by Isaak Rabichev

The organizarion was commifted to preserving and furheringthe auronomous nadonal life
ofJews as a diasporic people by deveroping 

".o.,,J-por"ryJewish culture in yiddish, which at
the dme was the conversationarlanguage of mort E"rt Eo.op"r'andAmericanJews.The Kurrur-
Lige saw the Yiddish language not simply as a means of communicarion, but as a unified cultural
phenomenon, the product of a collective national creeivittT.It aimed at developing a modern
Yiddish culture thar would be a synthesis ofrhe ord and. new, the narional and universal a curture
of che wholeJewish diaspora'from Moscow to New york and from London toJohannesburg,,

The arciscic section was particularly successful, Formed in July 191g, it promoted a'Jewish sryle" in aft, one that fused leanings toward abstraction with the devices of folk art. It
induded Borys (Barukh) Aronson, Mark (Moisei) Epshtein, Issakhar-Ber Rybak, oleksandr
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(Aleksandr) Tyshler, Yosyf Elman, Isaak Rabichev Solomon Nykrytin, yudel Ioffe, Isaak
Pailes, Mordekai (Maks) Kaganovich, Nisson shifrin, and Sara shor. They were soon joined
by EI (Lazar) Lissitzky, Yosyf chaikov, Polina Khentova, and Mark Sheikhel, who arrived
from Petersburg and Moscow. Abram Manevych joined early in 1919.

In spite of all the di.fficulties posed by the political situation, the period 1918-1921 was
the most productiva Artists decorated theatre studios of rhe Kulrur-Ligo pafticipated in
discussions on the nature of nadonal art in theJewishLtterary-Artistic Club. Chaikov and
Rabinovich taughr drawing and sculpture in the KyivJewish High School of the Kultur-Liga
In 1919, aJewish art and thearre studio was opened in Kyiv which continued to exist as a
part of the Kultur-Lige rntiL7924, when it became theJewish Arc-Industrial School. with
Mark Epshtein as director, it was one of threeJewish art instirutes in the world-more leftist
than the Bezalel Arts Academy inJerusalem, and more focused on the narional tradition in
art than the Educational Alliance Art School in New York, Children's books were published
in the Kultur-Liges own printing house during th e 1978-1920 period and were illustrared
by artists like El Lissitzky, Natan Rybak, Sara Shor and Mark Chagall (see opposite and next
page). These illustrations are today considered some of the best ofJewish book art in the
rwentieth century, An exhibition of the ardsric section opened in Kyiv on February 8, rg2o,
and a second exhibition took place in April-May, 1922. A museum exhibition opened on
september L0' lgzl.Infuenced by Alexandra (oleksandra) Exter, whose srudio most had
attended, these artists showed a love of geometrical, flattened forms. They contributed to a

variant of Ukrainian cubo-futurism that was less static and monochrome than the French.
Like the art of Ukrainian modernists and avant-gardists, rheir work combined cubism with
the archaig and gravitated towards simplified monumental sculptural forms.
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Page designs by El Lissitzky, for the children's book Yingl Tzingl Khvat (Th" Mischievous Boy) c.1918
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Jews in the Arristic and Culture Life of Ukraine in the 1920s

The dream ofthe Kulrur-Lige artists during this period was the discovery and recreation

of a new Jewish national art, one that would "fuse Jewish artistic radirions and the achieve-

ments ofthe European avant-gardel'ta To this end, they explored ethnography and folk art.

They were inspired by the contemporary rediscovery of folk creativity in Ukraing which owed

much to the great ethnographic expeditions through the Pale of Setdement directed by S.

An-sky (shlome zanvlaRappoporr) in I9l2-t4.In 1913 Nathan Altman copied ancient

tombstones in Jewish cemereries, while in l9L5-16 Lissitzky and Rybak srudied wooden

synagogues along the Dnieper, making about 200 drawings of their interiors for the Jewish

Historical-Ethnographic Society, Solomon Yudovyn had participated in ethnographic expe-

ditions in which he painted tombstones and ritual objects, Elman, ChaikoV and Kratko had

studied the designs onJewish silverware, This work allowed the artists to discover the shtetl

as a distinctive topos in art.15 Jewish primitive art and children's art became topics of special

investigation, One commentator has writtenr "Lubok and gingerbread figures, toys and sten-

cils-all these offer a complete program of contemporary applied aestheticsl'l6 Like Ukrainian

artists, they linked the new abstract art to what they described as their own'hational sense of

formL'L7 The remarkable graphic art produced for the Kulrur-Lige's publications testifies to

the surge of creativiry in the years l9I8-1922.1n fiese years of intensive work, El Lissftzky

illustrated around ten Yiddish publications, while Rybak worked as a book illustrator and a

decorator for Tewish theatres'
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Above: Illusrations by Sara Shor

for rhe children's book Cock and

Bull Stories

At right: Illustration of a tailor,

one of many on shtetl life,

by Mark Epshtein
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Jews in the Artistic and culture Life of ukraine in the 1 920s

Top, Children's book illusradon
by Issakhar-Ber Rybak

Above left: Illusrrarion for the Song of Songs,

by Yosyf Chaikov I9L9

Above righc: Scenes of shretl life
by Issakhar-Ber Rybak
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The infuence of this Kyiv milieu was soon felt abroad. Aronson, the son of Kyiv's chief
rabbi, who had sudied set design in Exter's studi o in 1917 -1918, subsequently worked in over
a hundred producdons in the United States. Shifrin and Tyshler, who also srudied in Exter's
studio, moved to Moscow in the 1920s, where they became well-known theatrical designers.
A number of ardsts emigrated to Europe.Issakhar-Ber Rybak moved ro Berlin and then Paris
in the 1920s, where he published albums of lithographs (in 1923 and 1924) that brought
him fame. The images in these albums are of the Ukrainian shtetl and itsJewish figures. After
a visit to study the Jewish agricultural colonies in Ukraine, he published an album on rhem
(Pads,7926), and his final albrm (7932) was based on his reminiscences.

There was also a large condngent of Jewish artists in the largest and most imporrant
Ukrainian school of the 1920s, that of Mykhailo Boichuk. He explored the icory Ukrainian
folk art, and the Italian quarcrocento, searching for elements of a monumentalist, narional
style. The need to combine the internarional with the narional, the universal with the folk-
loric, was common to bothJewish and Ukrainian artists. This explains the presence ofJewish
artists within Boichuks school. A number srudied with him, including Nisson Shifrin,

Book illustration "Reading the Torah," by Nisson Shifrin
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Jews in the Artistic and Culture Life of Ukraine in the 1920s

Emanuil Shekhtman and Teo6l Fraierman, Their works often depicted Jewish life in small

towns and villages. The search for qpes (sometimes even archetypes) was also a common
interest of Boichukists (such as Antonina Ivanova, Vasyl Sedliar, Oksana Pavlenko, and
Manuil Shekhtman), and for artists close to the Kultur-Lige (like Rybak and Mark Epshtein).

The portraits made by these artists today constitute a gallery of q,pes, a record of the appear
ance and behaviour of Ukrainian andJewish villagers and townspeople,

It has generally gone unrecognized that the brief but powerfirl artistic fermenr of
19L9-21made Kfv the centre of both a Ukrainian and aJewish avant-garde artthat radiated

an international influence. Throughout tfie 1920s, both Ukrainian andJewish avant-gardists

continued to produce remarkable achievements. Like the international avant-garde as a wholg
the Ukrainian was visionary. It aimed at liberation of the imagination, brought important
theoretical insights, and challenged accepted ways ofperceiving the world. Avant-garde artists
from Ukraine made large contributions to international art. They infused the avant-garde

with a love of colour, texture, and movement. Alexandra Exter and Sonia Delauney (who was

herself originally from Ukraine) are credited with transforming the muted greys and browns
of Western cubism and introducing bright colours into modern design. Although initially
criticized for her exuberant use of colour, Exter insisted that this was the "Eastern' contribu-
tion to cubism. Although we still await a synthetic treatment of the movement, it is evident

that among its dominant traits were a love of colour; a romance with primitivism and kinetic
enerry; a focus on the local and on elements of a nadonal, often ancient, past; a fascination

with natural processes; and a concern with inner harmony and personal lyricism. Through
these traits it brought its own distinct accent to the international avant-garde.

One reason why the achievement ofthis avant-garde has gone unrecognized lies in the
fact that it has often been homogenized under the term"Russianl'For some artists this might
indeed be an adequate characterization, especially for those who were originally from Ukraine,
but who then lived most of their creatlelives in Moscow or St. Petersburg/Petrograd/Lenin-
grad. Among them one might count Nathan Altman, who was born in Vnnytsia, studied under
Kiriak Kostandi at the Odesa School of Art, and was in Paris on rwo occasions (1911-12 and
1928-35), Another such artist was David Shterenberg who was born inZhytomyr, studied
in a private studio in Odesa (1905), and then in the Ecole des Beaux Arts and the Vrry studio
in Paris (1906-7912). He then joined the scudio of Fernand L6.ger and others, exhibiting
in various Paris salons before moving to Russia. However, even here, the idenriry issue is a
complex one. Interaction among artists from Ukraine, even when rhey lived in the two Russian
capitals, was often intense, and their links with colleagues in Ukraine frequently remained

strong. Aware of these diffrculties, art historians have often identified these arists as members
of both the Russian and Ukrainian avant-gardes. And, of course, there is the fact that many
were ofJewish origin and brought aJewish perspective to the creative explosion that produced
the avant-garde. As a result these figures simultaneously belong to, and are claimed by, the
Ukrainian, Russian,Jewish and the Western European avant-gardes,

It is interesring to speculate about the reasons that produced such remarkable artistic
achievements in Ulraine in the immediate pre- and post-revolutionary years. Cle arly, one factor
was the Klv Art School, which from t907-20 developed many grear talents, among them
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Alexandra Exter, vadym Meller, Ivan Kevaletidze, Alexander Archipenko, oleksandr Bohom-

azov, AbramManevych, Anton Pevzner (Antoine Pevsner), Aristarkh LentuloV Isaak Rabi-

novich, Aleksandr (oleksandr) Tyshler, Mark (Moisei) Epshtein, solomon Nikritin, Issakhar'

Ber Rybak, and Anatolii Petrytsky. It accepted Jewish sodents in substantial numbers, often

with the express permission of the director and sometimes in opposition to the desires of the

gou"rrr-".ri authoriries. From 1901-20, almost half the students in the Kyiv Art School were

lfJe*ish background. The resulting mix of talented and ambitious artists from different back-

groord, h"d -och to do with the generation ofan innovative, creative atmosPhefe.

At least two other feasons *"." i-po.t"rrt in producing the artistic ferment in Kpv

pertiillaiy during the revolutionary years and the 1920s. one was the crearion in l9L7-L8

ty the Ukrainian governmenr 1ttr" UNn-Ukrainian National Republic 1917-1920) of a'

ukr"irri* A."demy of Arts. It brought together some of the most talented professors, such as

Vasyl KrychevsLy, iuri Narbut, Abi""' M""""yth' and Mykhailo Boichuk' and many gifted

sruients. Although this instirution went firough two name changes under Soviet rule, it

continued to exert a strong influence on artistic life in ukraine throughout this period'l8A

second was th" already--Jrrtioned. Kulrur-Lige. In pre'war years, Jewish students, who saw

the possibiliry of making a. c reef in art at a time when many other professions were closed

,o ,ir"-, .orrld .o-" through a number of academic institutions like the Kyiv Art School

and the Academy of Afts, *d ,h"rr, from 1918, ParticiPate in the work of the- Kyiv Kultur'

Lige. Alfiough, after the Kukur-Liges Sovietization in 1920, some Prominent figures left, the

oi'g ni"^tiori roncinued to exist .l-.tl 1925. Moreover, the art school it created survived into

the 1930s.

There were also, no doubt, deeper historical feasons for the arristic fowering' It could be

argued that Ukraine had long beeni meeting ground of cultural infuences and was therefore

pJ"p nd,to confront and even welcome novelty. A distinct Westem culrure-baroque, Latin'

Lj.d"tiu"ly .osmopolitan-already existed there from the late seventeenth century' Ukrainian

orthodox, polirh c"rholio Jewish rabbinical, and later Hasidic culrures interacted or rubbed

shoulders, and continued to do so for many generations. In the nineteenth century' after most

of Ukraine had come under tsarist nrle, these interactions were overlaid by a Russian imperial

culture. As a result, members of the avant-garde in early twentieth century could be of ukrainian'

polish, Russian, orJewish origins, and might sometimes mix imPerial and nadonal, or christian

andJewish imagery in thei, art, much as occurred in the various literatures (Ukrainian, Russian'

or Yiddish) that were produced in Ukraine. The coexistence of different viewpoints, and the

possibiliry of shiftingperspeccives, is a feature ofthe avant-garde art from this period'

The subseqo"* f"." of bothJewish and Ukrainian artists of the avant'garde is in almost

all cases ^,,^g, 
story. TheJewish intelligentsia was split between those who were more

.orr.".rr"d *ith promoting.,rltor"l and national values, and those who gave pride of place to

political-ideological issuesl The most important frgures in the Kyiv Kultur'Ligo for example,

i"".r"d in th" for-", direction-towarJ the spreading of secular Jewish culrure in Ukraine'

They were challenged by the second group, one historian has written:"Those members of the

Kyiv group *ho lr-"d norhing.o "*pl"r, 
but their ideological orthodoxy looked for suPPort

f---th" so.called Jewish section s leusektsii-national sections of the various communist
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Jews in the Artistic and Culture Life of Ukraine in the 1920s

organizadons] and acted in their name, according to their instrucdonsl,le When rhe commu-
nist groups demanded complete subordination to themselves, rhe conflict between the two
tendencies among Jewish intellectuals in Klv flared up. Nakhman Maizelson and orher
leaders left for warsaw. r4any activists (for example, most of the artistic section) moved to
Moscow. Lev Kvitko and perets Markish left for Germany; David Gofshrein, rhe oldest and
best known poet of the Kyiv group, went ro Palestine. Disillusioned by the situation abroad,,
most soon returned to Ukraing where they shared the same fate as the rest of the Ukrainian
intelligentsia. Many were killed in the r-930s. some who survived the purges, like Lev Kvitko
and thirteen other members of the Jewish Anti-Fascist committee, wer-e murdered by theKGBin1952.

Although the Sovietgovernment made attempts in rhe 1920s to deal with anti-Semitism,
its own fierce anri-religious agitadon, which specifically targetedJudaism and Zionism, only
served to exacerbare the problem. In the post-revoludonary years synagogues were forcibly
closed, andJudaism was branded as the most reactionary of religions. 1lg 5slrrggle between
Hebrew and Yiddish was presented as a class war. In August rsrg rhe Bolsheviks prohibited
the teaching of Hebrew2.InJu ne,1'919, araw*", p"rr"dliq,, idadngalrZionist organizations,

1 wlll as allJewish party, political professional, and cultural org"rriz"rior* created under the
UNR, and the confiscation of the money and properry of localJ-ewish communiries began.

In spite of this, or perhaps because of it, the growth of zionist pardes mushroomed.
show trials against rhe'Jewish counrer-revorution'blgan in 1922 and. sentenced over a thou-
sand individuals to prison rerms or to siberian exila The anrireligious campaign was spear-
headed in 7927-7922 by theJewish sections of the communist party, The strong rea*ion to
these measures made the T:l""j reftear tempora rily,butrh.y r""rrt on the offensive again in
the late 1920s and early 1930s. Severe limitations on expressions of religious life were made
law ]n 1929, and all non-government organizacions were liquidated in-the 1930s. The last
synagogue in Kyiv was closed in 7936.Many of the closings hau" b"en pr"served on newsreel
in Ukrainian archives,2l

Under Soviet rule, allJewish educational instirutions were subordinared to the people,s
commissariat of Education of the ukrainian sSR. In the mid-1920s and early 1930s the
soviet authoriries ser up a nerwork of Jewish secondary insrirudons 1r".hrri.o-r, p.or".-
sional-technical schools) all ofwhich were shut down in the second halfofthe 1930s. By that
time the policy of supportingJewish schools was associated with nationalism.

MostJewish political parties an d organizations that had been formed in the revolurionary
years or under the UNR were liquidared in rhe 1920s. Almost all undergroun d.zionist orga-
nizations were destroyed. onry the Jewish sections of the communirt p""rty ,""r" ,no*"d ,o
exist in the 1920s in order ro build a loyal communistJewish culcore on yiidsh, After tgaO,
these sections were not supported by the government and many in them were treated with
suspicion because their non-communist afiliadons prior ro 1919.

Many Ukrainians in the Sovier leadership in Kyiv had also herd. non-communisr affiri_
adons prior to 19L9. In the 1920s, these figures ftequendy supporred Ukrainianizatiory
sawJewish culrure as an ally, and rrrpport"d j..irh ,.holarrhip.'Fo, 

"*"_p1", 
in 191g, the

newly created Ukrainian Academy of sciences formed two research cenrres for the collection
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and srudy ofJewish materials: theJewish Historical-Archaeographical Commission (1919-

1929) headed by Ilia Galant, and theJewish section at the National Library of Ukraine. They

continued their work under Soviet rule. In 1928-1929,when the Society for the Spreading

of Enlightenment amongJews in Russia (Obshcheswo dlia rasprostranenia prosveshcheniia

mezhdu ievreiami v Rossii-OPE, 1853-1929) and the Jewish Historical-Ethnographic

Society (Evreiskoe istoriko-etnograficheskoe obshcheswo-ElEo, 1908-1930) were closed

down, their valuable collections were sent from Leningrad to the Nadonal Library in Kyiv.

At the end of the 1920s, the Institute ofJewish Proletarian Culture in Kyiv (1929-1936)

became the main research centre forJewish history and culture in the USSR. By the mid-1930s

its library and archives had 100,000 items. In 1935 it was told to transfer its holdings to the

Narional Library in Kfv Evacuated to Ufa during the Second World War, this collection was

returned to Kyiv but not made available to readers. It contained the unique collection of folk

music and recor&ngs made by S. An-sky during his famous efinographic expeditions (19L1-

13), and those by Yu. Engel and M. Berehovsky (made between 1911 and 1948). In 1950 the

Soviet governmenr closed the collection and destroyed the catalogues. Until 1990 the colleccion

was kept in reserve vaults, where it survived almost entirely intact thanks to the staff,

Froml929-30 rhe Soviet authorities began to close all non-communist academic insriru-

tions, and to throw out ofwork all academic experts ofpre-revolutionary training, Soon after-

wards, in the 1930s, the pro-communistJewish scientifrc organizations were also shut down.

The only exception was the Cabinet for the Study of SovietJewish Literaturs Language and

Folklore (later called the Cabinet ofJewish Culture) in the Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,

which survived until 1949.

The preconditions for an exrended Ukrainian-Jewish dialogue existed in the post-revolu-

tionary decade, but political circumstances intervened to cut short the developing rapproche-

menr. As Russian hegemony was reasserted under Stalin, the dream of an independent, albeit

communist, Ukraine collapsed. Along with it died the vision of Jewish cultural autonomy.

By the end of the 1920s, Jews were no longer drawn into the work of Ukrainianization,

Jewish education and scholarship in Ukraine were being liquidated, and the development of

Jewish literature and culture was being undermined, The rich history ofJewish culrural life in

Ukraine, in particular the achievements of its artists and writers in the 1920s, is today being

rediscovered and researched by a new generation ofscholars.

Notes
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